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Abstract. The CONRAD code is an object-oriented software tool developed at CEA since 2005. It aims at
providing nuclear reaction model calculations, data assimilation procedures based on Bayesian inference and
a proper framework to treat all uncertainties involved in the nuclear data evaluation process: experimental
uncertainties (statistical and systematic) as well as model parameter uncertainties. This paper will present the
status of CONRAD-V1 developments concerning the theoretical and evaluation aspects. Each development
is illustrated with examples and calculations were validated by comparison with existing codes (SAMMY,
REFIT, ECIS, TALYS) or by comparison with experiment. At the end of this paper, a general perspective for
CONRAD (concerning the evaluation and theoretical modules) and actual developments will be presented.

1 Introduction
The development in a modern language (C++ objectoriented programming) of the CONRAD code started
more than ten years ago at CEA-Cadarache. It was first
devoted to nuclear reactions model calculations in the resonance range with data assimilation procedures based on
Bayesian inference (such as SAMMY [1] and REFIT [2]).
At that time an emphasis was made on experimental
time-of-flight simulation and the related experimental
conditions description with appropriate corrections [3,4].
Furthermore, a common framework to treat all uncertainties involved in the nuclear data evaluation process:
experimental uncertainties (statistical and systematic) as
well as model parameter uncertainties was originally proposed. Between these first developments and the present
code status, additional features were added to CONRAD
such as new theoretical models, new experimental descriptions as well as new Bayesian analysis features. The aim of
this paper is to present an overview of the current status of
CONRAD-V1 in terms of developments (physics/analysis)
as well as in terms of functionalities. For further details
on mathematical methods and analysis results, references
to appropriate papers are given.

2 Code organization and content
2.1 General principles
CONRAD is a code devoted to the evaluation of
nuclear data as well as theoretical model developments.
Evaluation consists in making the synthesis between
*
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experimental and theoretical nuclear physics knowledge
to propose numbers (referred as nuclear data) that will be
used by applications (nuclear energy applications, medical
applications, etc.). CONRAD is thus organized in several
major modules which are theoretical modules (theoretical nuclear physics), experimental modules (experiment
description and related simulation capabilities), interface
modules (input/output) and analysis modules (mainly
Bayesian inference). The main idea driving CONRAD
developments is to use as much as possible an objectoriented description of physical phenomena to allow a
generic interface to analysis modules (derivative calculation, Bayesian inference. . . ) and to add any kind of
models (that can be nuclear models or anything else) in a
simple manner. A developer’s Application Programming
Interface (referred as API in the rest of the document) is
proposed.
2.2 CONRAD API description
2.2.1 Generic Bayesian interface implementation
Even though CONRAD was first designed for cross section
evaluation, a Bayesian interface was conceived in the
prime years of its development. It consists in creating links
between experimental results and theoretical calculations
with a proper handling of related parameters. The first
important notion is the AbstractModel API illustrated
in Figure 1 with a simple UML plot. Examples of cross
section models derived from the generic interface as well
as a user defined model (MyModel) are given. In terms of
C++ programming, it means that all model classes should
inherit from this AbstractModel. Thus, this model
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Fig. 1. UML diagram description of CONRAD AbstractModel interface. The API for model implementation (called specialization)
is presented.

which is associated to internal parameters will be updated
during the analysis, its results will be asked during internal iterations of the Bayesian algorithms. For example,
in Figure 1, the method getGradMap() must return
the derivatives of the implemented model with respect
to a list of its internal parameters. It is not necessary for
the Bayesian module of CONRAD to know exactly the
physical meaning of the parameters: only mathematical
derivatives are used when the Bayesian inference is called
through a minimization requiring derivatives algorithm.
Several models were implemented in CONRAD which
allow other nuclear data type evaluation than cross section
with a common philosophy. It means that all the mathematical methods developed for Bayesian studies (see
Sect. 2.3) can be used for any model that respects the
imposed interface. In the past few years, fission yields
models [5,6], prompt fission neutron spectrum and multiplicities based on Madland-Nix model (see Sect. 2.5.4 for
an example), thermal data models [7] and delayed neutron data models used in evaluation [8] were implemented.
Further details on the results can be found in the related

papers. One can notice that such an interface must be the
simplest possible.
For the Bayesian procedure, a companion class to this
AbstractModel is the ExperimentalModel class that
permits a consistent comparison between model results
and experimental data points. Figure 2 presents the diagram description of the ExperimentalModel class. It is
very general and it allows the description and data assimilation of nearly all experimental results of interest. In
addition, the fact that experiments can give data which
are not directly comparable to nuclear observable given by
models (for example, a transmission measurement is not
directly a total cross section but is related via a functional
of the form e−nσtot ) is handled by this generic API.
One last important notion in CONRAD, is the notion
of parameters. A dedicated set of parameter classes
was designed which allows values, uncertainties and
correlations handling for both model parameters and
experimental ones. In CONRAD, parameters are vectors
of uncertainties and their update during the Bayesian
analysis are driving the adjustment of model results to
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Fig. 2. Diagram description of CONRAD Experimentalmodel interface.

experimental data. In addition, during an analysis, the
parameter type can change: it can be fitted, sampled (for
Monte Carlo analysis), marginalized (see Sect. 2.3), considered as constant but with uncertainties or ignored. This
volatility of the parameter type is something important
when defining a calculation scheme for your evaluation. Furthermore, one can notice that both theoretical
and experimental parameters can be handled via the
ExperimentalModel class (see Fig. 2).
2.2.2 Generic cross section interface implementation
For cross section evaluation, a lot of nuclear reaction models exist in the literature. They are associated to various
energy domains, various channels (elastic, inelastic, fission, capture, etc.). It seems appropriate to share as much
as possible common features for these calculations.
The idea is to share a common description by means
of a nuclear process describing nuclear reactions and connection between in going and out going channels. This
nuclear process will be used to map the nuclear reaction
model calculations and allows the Cross Section model
to handle properly and in detail the cross section calculations with two perspectives: a channel-to-channel cross
section (that can be a small part of the cross section) or in
terms of reaction (elastic, fission, absorption, etc.) which
is a more evaluation oriented result. In other words, the
Cross Section model level will count and classify everything that is related to the handling of quantum numbers
J, π, s, ` and the connections between entrance and exit
channels.
A major difference between the AbstractModel interface and the Cross Section interface resides in the
Physics content of the Cross Section implementation.

Furthermore, as previously stated, a lot of nuclear reaction models exists for various incident particle energy
and for various channels. Nevertheless, this variety can
be driven by a proper interface. Figure 3 shows the
result of the previous discussion in term of code implementation general philosophy for the CONRAD cross
section model description (CrossSectionModel). A new
nuclear reaction model implementation (called MyNuclearReactionModel in the figure) should respect the nuclear
reaction model interface and the rest is handled by
the upper level (CrossSectionModel). Nuclear models,
depending on the studied phenomenology can take various forms, especially in the fast energy range. Figure 3
shows also additional details on the “matrioschka” associated to nuclear reaction models devoted to transmission
calculations and how a new developer could incorporate
his or her developments within CONRAD with a few API
restrictions (MyOpticalModel, MyFissionModel, MyGammaStrenghtFunction, etc.). Adding any kind of transmission calculations easily gives to the nuclear physicists a
variety of possibilities for their own analysis.
2.3 Bayesian inference modules
2.3.1 Basic principles
It was stated in previous chapter that CONRAD contains modules for Bayesian inference analysis (comparison
between model and experiments).
A brief reminder of the Bayesian inference will be
−
given. Let ~y = →
yi (i = 1 . . . Ny ) denote some experimentally measured variables, and let ~x denote the parameters
defining the model (M) used to simulate these variables
theoretically and ~t the associated calculated values to be
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Fig. 3. Simple diagram description of CONRAD CrossSectionmodel interface. The API for new models implementation (called
specialization) for cross section is presented. The red box contains existing implementations and the blue one deals with new models
development and the appropriate interface with existing code.

compared with ~y (~t is related to what was called in previous chapters the experimental functional). Using Bayes’
theorem [9] and especially its generalization to continuous variables [10], one can derive the following relation
between conditional probability density functions (written
p(.)) when the analysis of a new data set ~y is performed,

be represented as:
1

~

T

p(~y |M, ~x, U ) ∝ e− 2 (~y−t)

My−1 (~
y −~
t)

,

(2)

where My represents the experimental covariance matrix.
2.3.2 Major functionalities

p(~x|M, ~y , U ) = Z

p(~x|M, U ) · p(~y |M, ~x, U )

,

(1)

d~x · p(~x|M, U ) · p(~y |M, ~x, U )

where U represents the “background” or “prior” information from which prior knowledge of ~x is assumed. ~y is
supposed independent of U . In this framework, the denominator is just a normalization constant. ~t is connected to
the experiment via the likelihood p(~y |M, ~x, U ) term. For
example, if the likelihood is supposed Gaussian it could

The major functionalities implemented in CONRAD so
far are: generalized chi-square minimization (in 2007),
Bayesian Monte Carlo (in 2015) and special treatments
for experimental systematic uncertainties (marginalization procedures in 2009). For a detailed explanation of
these mathematical methods, see for example [11]. What
is important to point out, is that CONRAD users can
work with any of the previous developed methods without
many changes in their input files. Simple keywords should
be assigned but no drastic changes in the theoretical or
experimental descriptions.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between experimental values and theoretical
description for 238 U neutron induced transmission. Figure taken
from [11].

2.4 Experimental modules
The first version of CONRAD, CONRAD V0 [3], contains
many C++ modules devoted to time-of-flight experiments: target description (isotopic contents, geometry),
experimental parameters definition such as normalization
and background related parameters. To allow a proper
theoretical/experimental comparison, one has to know
exactly the relationship between the theoretical cross
sections and what is measured. The relationship between
cross section and measurement is called a functional,
named ~t in this document. All kinds of functional were
proposed in CONRAD from the simplest one, macroscopic
cross section (~t ∼ σ), to transmission (example given in
Fig. 4 where what is measured is something close to
~t ∼ e−σtot n ) or capture yield measurements which exhibit
a more complicated form (see [11,12] for some description
of this experimental functional).
In addition, various physical models were implemented
to allow Doppler broadening (temperature effects), experimental resolution functions simulation and multiple scattering models for thick targets [13]. Figure 5 shows a
multiple scattering correction calculated by CONRAD
on 55 Mn neutron induced capture yields compared to a
JRC-Geel measurement.
The major part of the recent experimental developments were related to the enhancement of these capabilities. In particular, Doppler broadening (from a Free-Gas
Model to a Crystal Lattice Model [7]) to take into account
better temperature effects (especially at low temperature),
experimental apparatus resolution function (from simple analytic forms to user-provided tabulated functions),
detector efficiency uncertainties, resonant scattering (to
treat properly large targets) [14] and a lot of target corrections such as in-homogeneous material and porosity
were proposed [4,15].

5

Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental values and theoretical description with multiple-scattering corrections for 55 Mn
neutron induced capture yields. Figure taken from [13].

Furthermore, the possibility of using integral data
measurements during the nuclear data evaluation was provided, for multigroup cross-section adjustments (see [16])
as well as for nuclear reaction model parameters (see [17]).
This integral data assimilation can be done simultaneously with differential measurements assimilation or
sequentially (after the differential analysis). For the latter solution, users can keep track of the analysis at each
steps (parameters values, uncertainties and correlations)
allowing a detailed booking of their calculations.
2.5 Theoretical models
2.5.1 Cross section in the resonance energy range
The first theoretical developments in CONRAD were
devoted to the calculation of cross sections in the resonance range base on R-matrix theory [18]. Several
approximations were implemented from multilevel BreitWigner [19] to Reich-Moore [20]. A special treatment of
the unresolved resonance range was proposed in the early
years by implementing an average R-matrix [21] model
in conjunction with a Hauser-Feshbach description of the
nuclear reaction [22]. Fluctuation factor calculations (both
Moldauer [23] and based on GOE description [24]) were
implemented as well.
In the resonance range, R-matrix is a well defined theory with few hypothesis but with un-predicted parameters
thus adjusted by comparison to experiments. A fitting
procedure is mostly employed to obtain R-matrix parameters such as energies, and various widths of the resonances.
The knowledge of these experiments, in other words all
that is to be understood between electronic counts and the
experimental values of the desired observable, is necessary
to properly take into account for potential measurement
biases.
2.5.2 Cross section in the fast energy range
The main evolution in the last CONRAD version is related
to a philosophy change: from a resolved resonance range
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Fig. 6. ECIS06/CONRAD (aka CCCP) total cross section
comparisons on 157 Gd.

analysis code to a platform for nuclear data modeling. As
a result, nuclear reaction models calculation capabilities
were extended to the continuum region.
One should notice that for fast energy range (from several tenths of keV up to several tenths of MeV), several
possibilities are offered by CONRAD: an encapsulation of
TALYS [25] and/or ECIS [26] as well as a new optical
model called CCCP. The CCCP module is a new C++
implementation for the resolution of the coupled-channel
equations in the case of the symmetric rigid rotor model.
The numerical resolution is based on the same Numerov
or modified-Numerov that is used in the reference ECIS
code. This new implementation is easier to maintain, it
is free from numerical fix-ups necessary in single-precision
computations and benefits from the use of the modern
Eigen algebra library [27] allowing fast computations with
a code written in a compact from. An exhaustive validation of this new optical model calculation was performed.
Especially, one major point focusing on all the physical and numerical problems was the proper behaviour of
CONRAD/CCCP coupled channels models for deformed
nuclei (such as 157 Gd). Figure 6 shows a comparison for
this isotope between this new C++ optical model calculation with the ECIS06 reference results based on the same
optical potential and using the related optical potential
parameters retrieved from the RIPL database [28]. Other
cross sections such as shape elastic and reaction cross
sections were validated as well. In the future the CCCP
module should be extended to asymmetric rotation and
rotational-vibrational models and multi-band coupling.
In addition to optical model calculations, several additional models were implemented in CONRAD (transmission models for each channel: Tγ , Tf , . . . ) for partial
cross sections to allow Hauser-Feschbach statistical model
with fluctuation factor corrections (Moldauer and GOE
already mentionned in the cross section in the resonance
energy range chapter): transmission coefficient models for
Gamma (Kopecky-Uhl [29]), transmission coefficient models for Fission (Hill-Wheeler [30], Cramer-Nix [31]) and
level densities (Gilbert-Cameron [32]). An example for

Fig. 7. TALYS1.4/CONRAD (n,γ) cross section comparisons
on 56 Fe.

(n,γ) cross section of 56 Fe is given in Figure 7. It shows the
comparison between a full CONRAD calculation (based
on all implemented models) and TALYS1.4.
For a full treatment of all actinides cross sections, a
development of a first pre-equilibrium model based on the
two excitons model [33] is underway.
2.5.3 A meta-model for cross section calculations
As explained in the previous section, CONRAD contains
nuclear reaction models for the whole energy range giving a cross section calculation capability from 0 eV up to
20 MeV. In CONRAD, by having this object oriented philosophy, it was quite easy to propose a full energy range
cross section model where several models used for different energy ranges are embedded. This multi-model could
be used for cross section evaluation in the whole energy
range with the same physical (channels, quantum numbers, reactions. . . ) and mathematical (Bayesian inference)
descriptions. Indeed, evaluations are most of the time
done by separating fast energy range and resonance energy
range, creating not only discontinuities in the evaluation
of the cross sections but also block diagonal matrices when
covariance analysis is performed. CONRAD by having the
whole nuclear reaction models in the same tool allows the
evaluation of cross section over the entire energy range of
interest with an experiment having measures on a broad
energy range. The example of the new JEFF-3.2 (and
JEFF-3.3 [34]) sodium evaluation is given in Figure 8.
One can see the cross correlation between the resonance
(below 2 MeV) and the continuum energy range (above
2 MeV). It comes from the analysis of the new JRC-Geel
experiment with both a Reich-Moore model and an optical
model. The correlation is created first because CONRAD
provides the framework to handle several nuclear reaction
models (or codes) but from a more fundamental point of
view because, the code gives the possibility of treating
experimental systematic uncertainties (such as normalization). In this sodium analysis, the Rouki data [36] exhibits
a 2.6% normalization uncertainty which is reflected in the
evaluated cross section uncertainty but also in the cross
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Fig. 8. New covariance evaluation with CONRAD of 23 Na
(n, n0 ) cross section [35] based on the analysis of JRC/Geel
inelastic cross section measurements [36]. Figure taken from [11].

correlation between energy domains. Indeed, it was shown
in [37] that without any systematic uncertainties, no cross
correlations appears between energy domains if models
are not sharing common parameters.
2.5.4 Fission observable models
As mentioned several time in this paper, CONRAD
interface allows the implementation of other models
than only cross section and nuclear reaction models. In
particular, a lot of work was devoted to develop several
models associated to post-fission nuclear data.
Prompt fission neutron spectrum and multiplicity
Prompt fission neutron spectrum and multiplicity models based on Watt [38] or Madland-Nix [39] models were
implemented for evaluating the covariances. In Figure 9,
the result of a prompt fission neutron spectrum on 235 U
evaluation is shown.
This evaluation builds on a previous work [40]. The
main advance was to be able to handle properly various
systematic experimental uncertainties such as normalisation (important for this kind of experiment because most
of the time the measurements do not cover the whole neutron spectrum and thus no normalisation is given) as well
as detector efficiencies. In addition, one can see in this
figure, the scatter and discrepancies to be dealt by the
evaluation. As expected, high uncertainties are obtained
in the tails due to a lack of good experimental data. The
generic Bayesian interface (ExperimentalModel) allows
the utilization of all the mathematical methods developed
in the Bayesian inference module such as marginalisation
of experimental parameters and/or Bayesian Monte-Carlo
without additional developments.

7

Fig. 9. 235 U thermal neutron induced prompt fission neutron spectra evaluation with CONRAD. Comparison between
experiment and theory (Madland-Nix Los Alamos model) are
given, as well as an uncertainty evaluation. Figure courtesy of
A. Chebboubi.

Fission Yields
With the same philosophy than previously exposed, fission
yields covariances evaluation [6] was made for JEFF3.1.1 nuclear data library for 235,238 U, 239,240 Pu based on
Wahl [41] and Brosa [42] models. The main goal was to
reproduce coherently the JEFF-3.1.1 fission yield library
for the latter isotopes and add covariance information.
There is a room for improvement in this kind of evaluation
by implementing new models (replacing Wahl or Brosa)
or by interfacing to existing codes (such as GEF [43]).
In the future, one can propose new evaluations from
scratch based on advanced models and an exhaustive set
of experiments.
2.5.5 Miscellaneous model implementations
Allowing any kind of model to connect with the code
via a definite C++ interface (see Fig. 1) opens the range
of various additional nuclear data analysis. So far, the
following models were also implemented or interfaced:
– models for thermal data calculation [7];
– DPA cross sections models [44];
– expression-based model: description given with standard mathematical functions in the input file.
In addition, a Miscellaneous analysis mode has been
developed for testing new nuclear data models before their
implementations in the CONRAD code. This mode allows
to explore a large variety of analysis by using the full
Bayesian capabilities of CONRAD without specific C++
development nor model description in the input file.
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Fig. 10. Relative uncertainties and correlation matrix for the
total cross section of H in H2 O at 574K obtained with the
Miscellaneous analysis mode of CONRAD by using the TSL
parameters of JEFF-3.1.1.

One of the latest applications of the Miscellaneous mode
was the production of covariance matrices between the
model parameters involved in the description of the Thermal Scattering Laws (TSL), which are needed to describe
the neutron scattering process when energies lie below a
few eV. Figure 10 shows the correlation matrix obtained
for the total cross section of H in H2 O at 574K. The uncertainty analysis mainly relies on the experimental phonon
density of states of H in H2 O recommended in the JEFF3.1.1 library. Improved results were obtained by using the
CAB model for water established at the nuclear center of
Bariloche (Argentina) thanks to Molecular Dynamic simulations. The correlation matrix between the Molecular
Dynamic parameters obtained from the least-squares fit
of neutron data are discussed in reference [45].

3 The user interface

can be performed sequentially (adjustment done experiment after experiment) or simultaneously (all experiments
adjusted at the same time) and with a standard generalized least-square engine or by Monte Carlo [46]. In
addition, marginalization of nuisance parameters [47,48],
which consists of taking properly into account parameters necessary to described the theoretical/experimental
comparison but unnecessary for the final nuclear reaction
model evaluation is possible. For example, experimental parameters such as normalization, detector efficiencies. . . can be treated that way. Multi-model calculations
where a given observable, such as a cross section, can be
modeled on different energy ranges by different nuclear
reaction models can be performed. Analysis devoted to
diagnosed the input data such as sensitivity calculations,
which gives the normalized derivatives of a model related
to an observable to its parameters (numerically or analytically) and statistical analysis of resonances [49] are
available.
In the next chapters, two kind of analysis will be
detailed (in particular the files description). The first
one is a standard evaluation analysis of neutron induced
cross section of 239 Pu. This analysis makes use of implemented nuclear reaction models in the code. The second
analysis related to delayed neutron takes advantage of a
very new CONRAD feature: the expression based model
where the model is not directly implemented in the CONRAD code but described in the input file with simple
mathematical functions. Both analysis are of Bayesian
type. For the users, the inputs for any Bayesian inference can be separated in three types of files. The first
file, called the analysis file, describes the calculation to be
made (generalized least-square or Monte Carlo or another
one. . . ) as well as the path to theoretical and experimental input files (one can have several of them) and also
various global parameters (numerical parameters, number of processes for multi-threaded calculations, etc.).
CONRAD executable only needs a consistent analysis
file. The second important kind of files, called theoretical
files, contains the theory description, the related parameters values and uncertainties with a defined “type” that
can be fixed (do nothing), fitted (or sampled in the
Monte Carlo case) or marginalized. In addition, theses
files contain the nuclear process description to be investigated. The last files, called experimental files, contain
the description of the experiments in terms of experimental conditions (temperature, target compositions, etc.),
experimental parameters (also with described types: fixed,
fitted, marginalized and having uncertainties) and the
experimental data with their uncertainties.
These files contains simple associations between keys
and values that can be numbers, strings and list of the
previous items as can be seen in following examples.

3.1 General principles for users

3.2 An example of cross section evaluation analysis

With CONRAD-V1, major analyses performed are of
Bayesian inference type. Users can adjust theoretical models with a given set of parameters on a given set of
experiments knowing some prior information. The analysis

An example of necessary files is given in the following. It corresponds to the evaluation of 239 Pu resonance
parameters on a fission cross section measurement.
First, let us describe the analysis file.
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In this file, you can find keys related to experimental
conditions (temperature, target composition), to experimental parameters (EffectiveTemperature key) and
to the measurements itself ([/Spectrum/]). In addition,
you can choose also the model to be used for Doppler
broadening (FreeGas in this example).
A theoretical file path is given by the key Theory which
is equal to “./Theory/pu9Jeff.th” in this example. The
content of this file is of the following type:
The key CalculationType is explicitly what is driving the calculation. In this example, you choose to
perform a simple generalized χ2 adjustment. As such,
you need to give additional indications on the calculation: NumberOfProcess is the desired number of threads
for parallelization of the calculation, nbIterations and
epsilon are related to the Newton-Raphson algorithm in
CONRAD.
To perform a Bayesian analysis, replace “ANALYSIS”
by “BMC ANALYSIS” and just add the following specific
Monte-Carlo keys:

An experimental file path is given by the
key Experiment which is equal to “./Experiment/Pu9FissWest93.exp” in this example. The
content of the experimental file is of the following type:

This theoretical file contains the nuclear process
description as well as the scope of the calculation (which
compound nucleus), the chosen theory and the related
parameters (resonance parameters in this example). One
can see also how parameters are described for the analysis: FITTED, CONSTANT (with uncertainties) or fixed (no
uncertainties).
In the previous files all experimental points (∼4000)
were given and all resonances were compiled, we showed
only part of the files for the sake of clarity (there are
1044 resonances in the file for 239 Pu). The result of this
analysis is given in Figure 11.

10
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This simple example shows the idea of the expression
based model capabilities. In the following chapter, a much
more complicated use of this functionality is presented.
3.3.2 Delayed neutrons evaluation
Delayed neutron data covariances were evaluated using
this new capability (model based on standard mathematical functions described in the input file). For the delayed
neutron model based on summation calculation, it was a
very challenging case for this CONRAD capability.
Indeed, let us remind the expression used to calculate
multiplicities of delayed neutrons:
!
n
X
xi Ni (tirr )Pn,i
νd = lim
tirr →∞

Fig. 11. 239 Pu resonance parameters adjustment on a fission
cross section measurement. Theoretical/experimental comparisons before an after adjustment.

3.3 An example of expression based analysis on
delayed neutron data
3.3.1 Expression based model

1

where xi is is the number of delayed neutrons emitted
during the decay, Ni (tirr ) is the concentration of the ith
precursor and Pn,i is the probability for delayed-neutron
emission after the β − decay of precursor i. The number of
precursor is about 1000 and for each of them an equation is
related to the calculation of Ni (tirr ). A partial (in terms of
visible input) example of the written equations is given by
the following expressions written in the theoretical input
file:

A recent development allows the user to give a model
based on standard mathematical functions described in
the input file. A generic C++ expression interpreter was
coded and no additional C++ model development was
necessary.
To explain with a simple example, let us look at the
following file representing a model with three parameters
p1, p2 and p3:

This model can be fitted on experimental data (called
dataType1) represented as:

The previous equation for dataType 235Ut corresponds
to the solution of a Bateman equation involving all precursors for the delayed neutron multiplicity of 235 U for
thermal neutrons. The previous file corresponds to the
marginalization of all branching ratios (, etc. BR44, BR45,
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etc.) and evaluate their impact on delayed neutron multiplicities. This kind of analysis was used to calculate
neutron delayed data values and covariances for 235,238 U
and 239,240,241 Pu [50].

4 Towards a new version
4.1 Simplification and re-engineering of the code
The CONRAD code was initiated more than ten years
ago with original ideas related to resolved resonance range
analysis. The increase of code functionalities (new models, Monte Carlo algorithms) led to a code harder to
maintain and sometimes difficult to understand for new
developers. It was thus decided to redevelop and simplify
a lot what was formerly done with a special emphasize on
the ExperimentalModel API as well as model implementation capabilities. In addition, efforts are put on
accelerating calculations with optimizations, new numerical methods and a better design of parallelism. Speed is
still an issue to allow good and comprehensive full range
evaluation (resonance of actinides or iron for example),
uncertainty evaluation, high energy range data assimilation (with uncertainties) etc . . . These developments are
underway and all former functionalities have not yet been
transferred to the new CONRAD version.

Fig. 12. Schematic view of the 7 Be compound nucleus with
channel surfaces and radii (left) and formation and decay
through various channels (right).

4.2 Charged particles and compound nucleus
representation of nuclear reactions
The historical way of supplying evaluated cross section in
the resolved resonance range for actinides consists in providing resonance parameters. These latter are associated
to the laboratory framework of the incident particle. For
lighter nuclei, more sophisticated resonances parameters
needs to be evaluated. Former limitations of the ENDF
format used to prevent the supply of resonance parameters for light nuclei. This limitation being now removed,
the new code will aim at evaluating such lighter isotopes.
In Figure 12 inspired by E. Vogt in [51], one can see
how the 7 Be compound nucleus can be formed/decay
through various channels. The idea, recently developed in
the CONRAD code, is to work with parameters defined
in the center of mass of the system and analyze measurements of various cross sections yielding the same
compound nucleus with different target/projectile. The
use of alternative measurements implies the necessity
to treat channels with charged particles that experience
Coulomb potential. Several developments were necessary,
namely for computing penetration factors with accurate
Coulomb functions [52]. An example of such an analysis
is given in Figure 13, where both 6 Li and 3 He data were
analyzed for the compound nucleus 7 Be formation [53].
In addition, new developments are ongoing in order to
implement the Brune alternative parametrization [54] of
the R-matrix. This parametrization removes the presence
of the arbitrary boundary conditions and yields eigenstate
energies located at the observed resonance energy.

Fig. 13. Simultaneous analysis of measurements involving the
same compound system. Up is the comparison of CONRAD
on Barnard 1964 4 He(3 He,3 He) measurements. Bottom is the
comparison of CONRAD (with the same model than previously)
on Fasoli 1964 6 Li(p, p) measurements.
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4.3 Bayesian inference

as reference calculations for phenomenological models.
Resulting calculated biases must be taken into account
during Bayesian inference.

4.3.1 Statistical indicators
The evaluation of nuclear data is mainly based on nuclear
reaction model comparisons with experiments within a
Bayesian inference mathematical framework. Very few statistical discussions arise from this inference. Especially,
the notion of goodness of the fit is not clearly exposed.
Various potential Bayesian indicators that may be standard in the Bayesian inference community but not really
used in the framework of nuclear data assimilation can
be proposed (and very recently developed in CONRAD
code) for evaluating the correctness of the adjustment.
These indicators are Akaike information criteria [55],
Bayesian information criterion [56], deviance information
criterion, Cook’s distance (some examples of the use of
Cook’s distance are given in [16]). In addition, a mathematical definition of an effective number of parameters
following [57] was recently proposed in CONRAD as:
−1
Neff = Nparam − Tr(Mprior
× Mposterior )

(3)

where, Nparam is the number of initial parameters used in
the fit, Mprior is the prior covariance matrix between the
initial parameters and Mposterior is the posterior covariance matrix. The interpretation of this formulae is quite
obvious: it is a competition between an initial guess of
the complexity represented by Nparam and a penalty relying on the deviance between the prior and the posterior
−1
(Mprior
× Mposterior ).
With these indicators a common framework is proposed
for addressing general questions such as, model complexity, over-fitting and comparison of complex models to infer
a possible best choice. The use of Monte Carlo Bayesian
inference (in complement or instead of traditional generalized least square) implemented in the CONRAD code is
a suitable mathematical framework for calculating these
indicators. Some first attempts are given in [58,59].
4.3.2 Model deficiencies
In the Bayes formula,
p(~x|M, ~y , U ) = R

p(~x|M, U ) · p(~y |M, ~x, U )
,
d~x · p(~x|M, U ) · p(~y |M, ~x, U )

one major hypothesis is that probability density functions
are given as “knowing” the model which does not mean
that the model is correct.
Two solutions can be offered and are under development in CONRAD. The first one, is to treat the model
inadequacies from a statistical point of view by adding
an extra model (model deficiency) reflecting somehow the
incapacity of these theories to fit experimental data [60,
61]. Higher uncertainties (of the model prediction) are
expected due to this lack of knowledge. The second one
is to obtain reference calculations based on microscopic
theoretical description which are far from being effective.
Nevertheless, the effort should be expanded to obtain,
at least for some part of the nuclear models, microscopic ingredients. These calculations can thus be used

4.4 Towards microscopic calculation ingredients
The new CONRAD code is designed to allow a lot
of innovative developments for nuclear physics models.
The ultimate goal of nuclear physics modeling could be
thought as the removal of some free (adjusted) parameters
in nuclear reaction models as well as in fission models. This path may lead to more consistency from the
physics point of view on nuclear models, give information/evaluation for isotopes difficult to measure (such as
fission products) and reduce compensation effects. Following what was exposed in [62], fission barrier calculations
are a real room for improvement in nuclear data evaluation, namely in the resonance range, where for instance no
energy-dependence is used in practice for the penetration
factor used for fission channels. Reduction of arbitrariness
of the adjusted parameters can also be an intermediate
goal. For instance, phenomenological models implemented
in CONRAD to mimic fission penetration factors can
be used to extract more physical fission amplitudes [62]
from experimental data. The ambition in CONRAD is
to go even further by using fission models [63] based
on macroscopic-microscopic and microscopic calculations.
This model can be used to study the deformation energy of
a compound nucleus as it deforms towards fission yielding
potential energy surface (PES). This PES can be projected on a one-dimensional deformation potential energy
that can be further used in a numerical approach of fission
barrier tunneling. The obtained transmission coefficient
can finally be used as a replacement of the extremely
idealized Hill-Wheeler approach.
In addition, CONRAD will be able to take into account
microscopic ingredients coming from microscopic calculations such as level densities computed from Hartree-FockBogolyubov calculations [64] or gamma strength function
based on QRPA calculations [65]. These ingredients are
very valuable and will be used in the future at CEA in a
broader way for doing evaluations in JEFF project.

5 Conclusions
CONRAD after more than ten years of developments is
a code mature for nuclear data evaluation with any kind
of nuclear models. The major functionalities of this code
are Bayesian inference modules, possibilities of calculation of cross sections with several models to cover the
whole energy range of interest (from 0 eV to 20 MeV)
and an exhaustive treatment of all uncertainties coming
from experiments. These developments were constantly
tested, verified and validated against other nuclear reaction codes. In addition, pragmatic choices were made
to use existing codes such as ECIS or TALYS with a
proper C++ encapsulation allowing to use these tools in
the same way than in-house developments. The strategy
was then to rewrite some of them in C++, for a better
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use of additional modern features such as parallelization
(on PC’s) or for high performance computing on large
calculators. Furthermore, this will facilitate the development of new models and prepare the use of microscopic
ingredients.
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